A Dynamic Approach to Detect & Prevent SQL Injection Attack to Overcome Website Vulnerability
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ABSTRACT: SQL injection is a technique where the invader injects an input in the query in order to change the structure of the query intended by the programmer and acquirement the access of the database which results modification or deletion of the user’s data. SQL injection attack is the most common attack in websites in these days. Some malicious codes get injected to the database by illicit users and get the access of the database due to lack of input validation. This paper presents the technique for detection and prevention of SQL injection attack. In this paper some predefined method of detection and the some new techniques of preventions are discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Web browsers are software application that allows users to retrieve data and interact with content located on web pages inside a website. The web is an extremely programmable environment that allows mass customization through the immediate deployment of a large and miscellaneous range of applications, to millions of global users. Two important components of a recent website are flexible web browsers and web applications both available to all and as stated, websites depend on databases to deliver the essential information to visitors. If web applications are not secure, i.e., vulnerable too, at least one of the different forms of hacking techniques, then your entire database of sensitive information is at serious risks. Some hackers, for example, may maliciously inject code within vulnerable web applications to trick users and redirect them in the direction of phishing sites. This technique is called Cross-Site Scripting and may be used even though the web servers and database engine include no vulnerability themselves. Recent research shows that 75% of computer-generated attacks (cyber attacks) are done at web application level.

Database security is the system, processes, and procedures that protect a database from unintended activity. Unintended activity can be categorized as authenticated misuse, malicious attacks or inadvertent mistakes made by authorized individuals or processes [4].

II. RELATED WORK

Over years, many tools for detection and prevention of SQL Injection attacks have been developed.

AMNESIA [4] developed by Halfond and Orso is a detection and prevention tool for SQL injection attack. It used static analysis and runtime monitoring. The tool builds a model of the legitimate queries at each hotspot i.e. where SQL queries are issued to database engine and monitors the application at runtime to ensure that all generated queries match the statically-generated model.

In [5], a tool named CANDID is proposed for detecting SQL injection. The tool dynamically infers the programmer -
intended query structure on any input, and detects attacks by comparing them against the intended query structure. In [6], SQLRand uses instruction set randomization to detect and abort queries with injected code and every SQL keyword is joined with a random integer to mislead the attacker.

The proposed technique in [7] prevents SQLIA in stored procedures by combining static application code analysis with runtime validation. In the static part, a stored procedure parser is designed and it instruments the necessary statements in order to compare the original SQL statement structure to that including user inputs for every SQL statement which depends on user inputs. The technique abstracts the intended SQL query behaviour in an application in the form of an SQL-graph and this graph is then validated against all the different user inputs at runtime to capture all malicious SQL queries, before they are sent for execution.

An efficient technique is presented in [2] for detecting and preventing SQL Injection attack using pattern matching algorithm. Pattern matching identifies or detects any anomaly packet from a sequential action, as the malicious code includes many anomaly packets or strings.

The technique proposed in [3] uses a new middle-ware-based prevention mechanism:

**SQLIMW:** - The SQLIMW avoids SQL-Injection attack from the programmer to the server. Hash function is used to replace encryption for better security. Furthermore, by combining the hash with XOR, it protects username, password and private key of SQLIMW. The proposal provides better security and efficiency. This kind of middleware is transparent to the programmer and not limited to sign-on authentication mechanism or single sign-on system, it can exist in any layer of Web application system exchanging information with the database. Almost every solution given to detect or prevent SQL Injection attacks is either for application layer or for database layer. But none of them provide security at both application and database layers. Also very little emphasis is laid on preventing SQL Injection attacks in stored procedures.

[7] Although the mechanism of SQLIA is the same for both stored procedure and application layer program, the same detection technique could not be applied to stored procedures, because of limited programmability of stored procedures and the technique’s usability and deploy ability. Many existing techniques, such as filtering, information-flow analysis, penetration testing, and defensive coding, can detect and prevent a subset not all of the vulnerabilities that lead to SQLIAs.

[1] Another technique provides a two phase security to the application, so that, if one phase is compromised, the second phase can still prevent the attack. Here an efficient scheme for detecting and preventing SQL Injection attacks has been introduced. This scheme provides security from both the frontend as well as the backend of the application so that, if security is compromised at one end, the second end can still prevent SQL injection attacks.

### III. PROPOSED WORK

Here is an efficient and new algorithmic approach is developed for early detection and mechanism for the avoidance of the SQL Injections Attacks. We have implemented the mechanism with the use of Fuzzy Parameters and set of rules. The two rules stated below:-

**RULE - 1**

If PositiveAttempt => (0, 0, 1) => (FALSE, FALSE, TRUE)
NegativeAttempt => (111*) => (FALSE, FALSE, FALSE*)
Positive Attempt => (0, 1, 1) => (FALSE, TRUE, TRUE)

OR

NegativeAttempt => (1, 1, 0) => (TRUE, TRUE, FALSE)
RULE - 2

(IdentifyUser) =>

Navigate and Generate Previous User
Attempts x => (Fetch (AllUserAttempts))
If (ANY(x) = "SQL Injection")
Exit with Message "Blacklist User Profile"

In the above rules we categories the user in two group Authorized and unauthorized. Authorized users are those who are registered and access the database and attempt are tautology i.e. true. Unauthorized users are those who want to access the database and try to destroy them. To check the unauthorized all attempts are false. The users who try three false attempts are blacklisted and can’t login again. All the attempts are saved in database. The total execution time also saved in the database. The encryption is used for the password protection so that any user can’t able to see the password.

IV. ALGORITHM USED:

The steps of algorithm are as following:

1. Initialize the URL (Ui)
2. Generate the Form Hierarchy FHj -> Ui
3. Create and Maintain an Injection Vulnerability Relation IVRt
4. Put the Sequence of Vulnerability Values with Fuzzy Parameter in FPj -> IVRt
5. Insert the SI (SQL Injection) in FHj
6. Measure Risk / Vulnerability Aspect with each SIS (SQL Injection String)
7. Create and maintain the separate and arbitrary Relation of Vulnerability Investigation
8. Detailed Analysis of the Attacks: -
   a. Classification of Attacks
   b. Analysis of Authenticated and Legitimate Traffic
9. Detailed Report and Plots Generation

The steps explained as following:-

Collection of the Training Data Set of Users and Cheat sheet for Analysis

1. The Training Data Set Consists of the URLs for investigation
2. Generation of the patterns and keys
3. Deep Analysis on each parameter.
4. Applying the proposed model on the Training data set
5. Fetch Results
6. Data Interpretation
Firstly we collect all the entries of the user attempt stored in our database. User database consist of user name and password field that is linked with the URL of the website. It also consists of cheat sheet for analysis. After that set of keys is generated with respect of user attempt. Encryption is used to generate keys and patterns are generated according to the string match. Our next step is to analyze various parameters. i.e. Fuzzy set Parameter and their generated pattern. After that our model applied on the data and results are gathered. Table below shows the database structure.

Table 1.1 Database Schemas and Structure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SQL Injection String</th>
<th>Penetration Level</th>
<th>Classification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>admin' --</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>Attempt Admin Access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>admin' #</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>Attempt Admin Access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>admin'/*</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>Attempt Database Exploitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>’ or 1=1--</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>Database Bypass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>’ or 1=1#</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>Access Database Tables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>’ or 1=1/*</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>Database Access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>’ or ’1=’1--</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>Database Exploitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>’ or ’1=’1--</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Database Exploitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1’ ORDER BY 1--+</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>Access Database and Tables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1’ ORDER BY 1++</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>DB Exploitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1’ ORDER BY 2--+</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>DB Exploitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1’ ORDER BY 3--+</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>DB Exploitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-1’ UNION SELECT 1,2,3-</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>DB Exploitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1’ ORDER BY 4--+</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>DB Exploitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1’ GROUP BY username</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>Authentication Byepass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1’ or ’1 = ’1</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Authentication Byepass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1’ OR ’1 = ’1</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>Access Username without Authentication</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The table 1.1 shows the classification of the attack according to SQL Injection string. SQL INJECTION string has the penetration level. It specifies the risk included with SQL injection string.
In Fig. 1.1 the first step is to review the related literature, and then in next step we find out the drawbacks & limitations in existing algorithm. To overcome the drawbacks & limitations we design the new algorithm in order to avoid SQL Injection Attack. We implement the fuzzy rules on the Wamp Server. Then next step is to generate the results. In the last step we have to compare the newly design algorithm with the existing algorithm.
V. RESULT

The above Fig. shows that which user is authorized one and unauthorized one and also shows that execution time of our approach and classical approach. The blue line shows the new approach and red line shows the classical approach. New approach is better than classical approach. In our approach we can find the type of attack which user is unauthorized we can implement two level of security at front end and back end which was not in previous approach. We are implementing dynamic approach. In this approach changes can be done at anytime.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE

SQL injection is one of the attack using specialized code injection techniques, used to attack data-driven applications, in which malicious SQL statements are inserted into an entry field for execution (e.g. to dump the database contents to the attacker. In this research work, we have developed and simulated a new algorithmic approach for the avoidance and detection of the current techniques of SQL injection as well as solution methodology. To perform this operation, this work first identified the various types of SQLIAs and Cheat sheet known to date. Many of the techniques has problems handling attacks that take advantage of poorly-coded stored procedures and SQL queries cannot handle attacks.

Future work should focus on evaluating the existing techniques precisely with metaheuristic techniques and effectiveness in practice. Empirical evaluations can be performed which allow comparing the performance of the different techniques when they are subjected to real-world attacks and legitimate inputs. In the future work, the combination of metaheuristics can be implemented.
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